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LOT #

A 1995-1996 The Beatles: Anthology LP set, which
includes sets 1, 2, and 3. Includes nine LPs total!
Records are sealed. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Beatles Anthology #1-3 Box Set LP
Records

1

1980s pressing of Revolver, removed from Capitol
sales stock and gold stamped with a serial number for
promotional distribution. To stamp the record, they
sliced the shrink wrap in one corner, leaving an
inscribed line on the jacket. This is normal. Otherwise
brand new in the original shrink wrap!

The Beatles Revolver Promo LP/Vinyl Record2

6 singles with sleeves. All are Capitol Record releases.
Please note that we have attempted to match the
singles sleeves, but please check the photos for the
specific release details. Condition of the singles
appears to be overall Good+ to VG/VG+. Some singles
may be better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as
pictured.

The Beatles 45RPM Singles Picture Sleeves
Lot

3

The ink that was used to print the comic is mixed with
the blood of the band members. VF condition.

KISS 1977 Marvel Comics Super Special #14

Four modern vinyl record LPs by The Beach Boys.
Includes one double LP album. All LPs are sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beach Boys Vinyl Record LP Lot of (4)5

32 singles. Includes some picture sleeves. Includes a
couple of copies of the TV Guide RCA Victor custom
made record. Condition appears to be overall Good+ to
EX. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

Elvis Presley 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot6

LOT #

Lot includes 3 versions of Monopoly and Trivial pursuit.
The Monopoly games are sealed. The Trivial Pursuit
game is complete and in nice shape with little wear.

The Beatles Collectible Board Game Lot7

A brand new and factory sealed House (otherwise
known as Hausu) Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
LP colored vinyl record produced by Waxwork Records
in 2022. Packaging is in overall excellent condition.
See pictures for further condition details.

Hausu/House OST Waxwork Records LP Vinyl7a

Lot of (40) featuring music from Alice Cooper, Led
Zeppelin, Steve Miller, Aerosmith, Joe Cocker,
Nazareth, Eric Clapton and more. Includes a
promotional copy of Led Zeppelin IV. Most have the
original album covers. Albums appear to be in overall
Good to VG condition with some individual albums
being better or lesser grades. Album cover conditions
as pictured.

Classic Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record Lot7b

Boy Howdy! R. Crumb art. Overall nice shape with a
minor ship around the rim as pictured. Great art work
and tough to find!

CREEM Magazine 1970s Ashtray R. Crumb8

Lot of 23 albums. Includes acts like the Beatles, the
Who, Queen, Peter Frampton, Toto, Styx, Yes and
more. These albums appear to be in overall Good+ to
VG+ condition. Some LPs may be in better or lesser
grades. Album covers condition as pictured.

Rock N' Roll/Pop Vinyl Album LP Lot9

An assortment of roughly fifty-one CDs pertaining to
the various subgenres of Classic Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Classic Rock CD Variety Lot of (51)9a
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LOT #

Lot of (3) albums (Thriller, Off the Wall and Bad) plus a
33 1/3RPM 12 inch single of Billie Jean. Vinyl condition
appears VG to EX. Album cover condition as pictured.

Michael Jackson Vinyl Record LP Lot10

Queen 1977 News of the World and ELO 1978 Big
Night official concert programs. Lots of great pictures!
Condition as pictured.

Queen + ELO 1970s Concert Programs11

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)11a

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot12

Three modern vinyl record LPs by The Monkees.
Includes a Record Store Day logo shaped picture disc
(#4213/5000) and a set of four cereal box records. The
Monkees Forever LP is sealed. Other items are in like
new condition. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Monkees Vinyl Record LP Lot of (3)13

Two 1980s to modern vinyl record LPs/EPs by the
Ramones. Includes a Record Store Day 10" EP
re-issue of Meltdown With The Ramones (limited
edition #683/5000) and a 1988 double vinyl of
Ramones Mania. Both items are sealed. See pictures
for further condition details.

Ramones Vinyl Record LP & EP Lot of (2)14

Lot of (31) featuring music from Johnny Cash, Dolly
Parton, Willie Nelson, Steve Earle, Poco and more.
Most have the original album covers. Albums appear to
be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

Country Music LP Vinyl Album Record Lot14b

Lot of 50 singles. Includes some picture sleeves.
Includes mostly Rock/Pop music. Elton John, Scandal
with Patti Smith, Olivia Newton-John, Mick Jagger,
Dire Straits, Hall and Oates, Patti LaBelle, David
Bowie, The Police, Tina Turner and a whole lot more.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot/1980s15

LOT #
The singles appear to be in overall Good+ to VG+
condition. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades.

An assortment of roughly fifty Christmas music CDs by
a multitude of classic rock stars and more. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Christmas Classic Rock CD Variety Lot of (68)15a

Lot of (5) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Led Zeppelin Vinyl Record LP Lot16

Lot of (5) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

KISS Vinyl Record LP Lot17

A Spinature turntable mini-bust figure of Count Orlok
from "Nosferatu" produced by Waxwork Records in
2021. Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Box is in overall excellent
shape with minimal wear but has minor bubble
abrasions. See pictures for further condition details.

Nosferatu Spinatures Figure Waxwork Records17a

Lot of 14 singles. Most have picture sleeves and most
are from the 1960s. Includes Marvin Gaye with Mary
Wells, The Ronettes, Chubby Checker, Jackie Wilson,
Sam Cooke, Chuck Berry, the Supremes plus more.
The singles appear to be in overall Good+ to VG+
condition. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades.

R&B/Soul 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot18

Lot of (5) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Cheap Trick Vinyl Record LP Lot19

Lot of (8) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

ZZ Top Vinyl Record LP Lot20

32 singles. Includes Bruce Springsteen, Billy Joel,
Stevie Nicks, Men at Work, the Police, the Pretenders
and more. Most are picture sleeves. Condition appears
to be overall VG to EX. Some singles may be better or
lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1980s Rock/Pop 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot21

An assortment of roughly sixty CDs pertaining to the
various subgenres of Folk Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have

Folk Rock CD Variety Lot of (60)21a
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LOT #
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Lot includes around 70 singles (with some picture
sleeves) from the Beatles, Bad Finger and Beatles solo
projects and bands after their breakup. Vinyl condition
is overall Good to VG. Some singles may have better
or lesser grades. Sleeve condition as pictured.

The Beatles + Related 45RPM 7 inch Singles
Lot

21b

Used to store vinyl records. Worn, but in a good way!
Approx. 12 3/8" x 12" x 17 1/2"

Antique Pepsi-Cola Bottle Wood Crate22

Lot includes official tour programs for Alice Cooper
1975 Welcome to My Nightmare, The Who by
Numbers Tour, a Circus Magazine Pinup Special called
the Who Generation and a Who lighter from 2009.
Conditions as pictured.

Alice Cooper + The Who 1970s Concert
Programs/More

23

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot24

A 2012 The Rolling Stones: Grrr! CD box set which
includes three CDs, memorabilia book, and five art
prints. Items are in like new condition. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Rolling Stones Grrr! (2012) CD Box Set25

Six modern vinyl record LPs and Singles by various
classic rock artists such as Alice Cooper, Neil Young,
Frank Zappa, and more! All items are sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

Classic Rock Vinyl Record Album Lot of (6)25a

Lot of (8) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

J. Geils Band Vinyl Record LP Lot26

Lot of 4 albums. Includes the 2014 release of the 1984
Bruce Springsteen, Born in the U.S.A., the 2019 Ringo
Starr album, What's My Name, the Record Store Day
exclusive John Fogerty Centerfield picture album, and
All Mitch Ryder Hits from 2011. The Ringo and
Springsteen albums are factory sealed. The Fogerty
and Ryder albums appear to be in NM condition.

Vinyl LP Remastered/Exclusive Album Lot27

LOT #

An assortment of roughly fifty-four CDs pertaining to
various artists of the Grunge Rock and Post-Punk
movement. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Grunge/Post-Punk CD Variety Lot of (45)27a

A 2017 "The Beatles: Happy Christmas Beatle People!"
limited edition 7" singles box set on colored vinyl! Item
is still sealed. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Happy Christmas 7" Singles
Record Set

28

Lot of (60+) featuring music from Tom Petty, Peter
Gabriel, Bruce Springsteen, George Thorogood,
Blondie, Mitch Ryder, Marshall Crenshaw, Graham
Parker and more. Most have the original album covers.
Albums appear to be in overall Good to VG condition
with some individual albums being better or lesser
grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

1970s/80s Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

28b

Three by Jimi Hendrix, Arthur Lee & Love, and Small
Faces! Items are in like new condition. See pictures for
further condition details.

Classic Rock CD Box Sets Lot of (3)29

Lot of 50+ singles. Most are 1950s-60s popular music.
Includes mostly harder to find indie and smaller record
labels/imprints like Tribe, J & J, Bar-Ram, Swan,
Audicon, Detroit Sound plus more.  The singles appear
to be in overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles
may be better or lesser grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1950s-60s/Rarer
Labels

30

Eight modern vinyl record LPs and singles by Bruce
Springsteen. All items are sealed. See pictures for
further condition details.

Bruce Springsteen Record LP/Single Lot of (8)31

Factory sealed LP box set.

Bruce Springsteen Live 1975-85 5 LP
Set/Sealed

32

Lot of over 50 singles. Most have picture sleeves and
most are from the 1960s. Includes acts like Peggy Lee,
the Lettermen, the Ventures, Connie Francis, Neil
Sedaka, Paul Anka, the Cowsills, Wink Martindale,
Duane Eddy and many more. The singles appear to be
in overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles may
be better or lesser grades.

1960s Rock/Pop 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot33
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LOT #

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)33a

Lot of (8) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot34

Lot of (5) albums. The Innocent Man LP (QC 38837) is
still sealed. The rest of the vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG condition. Album cover condition
as pictured.

Billy Joel Vinyl Record LP Lot35

An assortment of roughly forty-two CDs pertaining to
Rock and Roll and its various related subgenres such
as rockabilly. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Rock and Roll CD Variety Lot of (42)35a

Lot of (32) featuring music from My Fair Lady, Mary
Poppins, The Sound of Music, Gone with the Wind and
more. Most have the original album covers. Albums
appear to be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

1950s-70s Soundtrack LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

35b

Lot of 23 albums. Includes acts like the  Beatles (Jem
Records import), the Cars, Jeff Beck, Harry Chapin,
Cat Stevens and more. These albums appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some LPs may be in
better or lesser grades. Album covers condition as
pictured.

Rock N' Roll/Pop Vinyl Album LP Lot36

This lot features DVD and VHS singles and sets. You
get all pictured. They appear to be in excellent
condition.

The Beatles + Related DVD/VHS Lot37

A brand new and factory sealed Godzilla vs. Kong
Original Motion Picture Soundtrack double LP colored
vinyl record set produced by Waxwork Records in
2022. Packaging is in overall excellent condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

Godzilla VS Kong OST Waxwork Records 2LP
Vinyl

37a

LOT #

A 2006 Johnny Cash "American V: A Hundred
Highways" LP record. Item is like new and is graded
EX+/NM. See pictures for further condition details.

Johnny Cash American V 2006 Vinyl Record
LP

38

Lot of 66 records. Most are from the 1960s. Includes
Herb Albert, Wagner, Pavarotti, Tommy Dorsey, Bach,
Glenn Miller, Chopin and more. These albums appear
to be in overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some single
items may be in better or lesser grades. Album
covers/sleeves condition as pictured.

Instrumentals/Classical + More Vinyl Album LP
Lot

39

An assortment of roughly eighty-eight Christmas music
CDs. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Christmas CD Assortment Lot of (88)39a

Lot of (8) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Bob Seger Vinyl Record LP Lot40

Lot of (6) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Elton John Vinyl Record LP Lot41

30 singles. Includes Madonna, Stray Cats, Joe
Jackson, the Police, Bon Jovi, Supertramp, Huey
Lewis, David Bowie, ZZ Top and more. Most are
picture sleeves. Condition appears to be overall VG to
EX. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1980s Rock/Pop 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot42

Lot includes 20 singles manufactured in the modern
era. Many are Record Store Day only exclusives.
Overall the singles appear to be in like new condition.

Beatles/Rolling Stones 45RPM Singles Lot
w/Exc

42b

A 2016 "The Rolling Stones in Mono" CD box set.
Includes 15 CDs. and 48-page booklet! Item is in like
new condition. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Rolling Stones In Mono CD Box Set43

A 2016 ZZ Top "Live! Greatest Hits From Around the
World!" double LP record. Record is still sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

ZZ Top Live Greatest Hits 2016 Vinyl Record
2LP

44
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LOT #

Lot of 14 singles. Capitol, Atco, Apple and Atlantic
releases. Condition of the singles appears to be overall
Good+ to VG/VG+. Some singles may be better or
lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

The Beatles + Related 45RPM 7 inch Singles
Lot

45

An assortment of roughly sixty-one CDs pertaining to
The Beatles and tribute bands to The Beatles. May
contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Beatles & Related CD Variety Lot of (61)45a

Lot of (11) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.
Clambake does not come with an album cover.

Elvis Presley Vinyl Record LP Lot46

Lot of (9) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Linda Ronstadt Vinyl Record LP Lot47

A Spinature turntable mini-bust figure of Michael Myers
from "Halloween II" produced by Waxwork Records in
2020. Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in
the original packaging. Box is in overall excellent
shape with minimal wear but has minor bubble and
edge abrasions. See pictures for further condition
details.

Halloween II Michael Myers Spinatures Figure47a

25 mostly 33 1/3 LP/Microgroove in 7 inch format.
Includes Interviews with Mary Tyler Moore, Walt
Disney, Shirley Jones, Jose Feliciano, Yul Brynner,
Bob Hope, Buddy Ebsen, Henry Mancini and more.
Includes some transcripts. Overall they appear to be in
VG to EX condition. Some singles may be better or
lesser grades.

33 1/3" Music + Movie Stars Interview LPS Lot48

Lot of (10) TV and Movie Soundtrack albums. Includes
a Beverly Hills Cop promotional album. Vinyl appears
to be in overall Good to EX condition. Album cover
condition as pictured.

1970/80s Soundtrack Vinyl Record LP Lot49

Lot of over 40 albums featuring classic to
contemporary Christmas music from Perry Como,
Anne Murray, Bing Crosby, the Carpenters, Spike
Jones, Alvin and the Chipmunks, Johnny Mathis,
Brenda Lee and more. Most have the original album
covers. Albums appear to be in overall Good to VG

Christmas LP Vinyl Album Record Lot49b

LOT #
condition with some individual albums being better or
lesser grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

This lot includes 3 video games. The Beatles
Rockband for PlayStation and Xbox 360 as well as
Michael Jackson the Experience for PS3. Games
appear to be in like new condition.

Beatles + Michael Jackson Video Game Lot50

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot51

An assortment of roughly forty-five CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (45)51a

This lot includes the 1980 Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band River Tour official concert program, 1999
Tour T-Shirt (Size Large), Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
mug and magnet, Blood Brothers and Video Anthology
1978-88 VHS tapes and a Live in New York DVD set.
The items appear to be in nice shape. The program has
moderate shelf wear.

Bruce Springsteen 1980 Concert Program +
Merch Lot

52

Two modern vinyl record LPs by Love. Includes
"Revisted" and "Forever Changes". Both are in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Love Vinyl Record LP Lot of (2)53

Lot of 50+ singles. Most are 1950s-60s popular music.
Includes mostly harder to find indie and smaller record
labels/imprints like Ebb, R n B, Life, Madison, Sun
Burst, Big Top plus more.  The singles appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles may be
better or lesser grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1950s-60s/Rarer
Labels

54

Lot of (15) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Beach Boys Vinyl Record LP Lot55

Four modern vinyl record LPs by Lindsey Sterling.
Includes a Record Store Day Exclusive "Lose You
Now" etched vinyl. All records are sealed. See pictures

Lindsey Sterling Vinyl Record LP Lot of (4)55a
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LOT #
for further condition details.

A 2008 The Beach Boys "U.S. Singles Collection: The
Capitol Years 1962-1965" CD box set. Includes 16 CDs
and booklet! Item is in like new condition with lost
adhesion to the "wood" stripping on the packaging. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beach Boys US Singles Collection CD Box
Set

56

Lot of over 60 albums featuring music from Heart, J.
Geils Band, David Bowie, Bruce Springsteen, Boston,
Chicago, Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Patti Smith, and
more. Most have the original album covers. Albums
appear to be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

1970s/80s Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

56b

Lot of over 50 singles. Most are from the 1960s and
most are in sleeves. A wide variety of popular and
obscure music as well as some promo stuff. Includes
acts like Tom Jones, Sam Cooke, the Beach Boys,
Sophia Loren, Marvin Gaye, Donovan, the Moody
Blues and many more. The singles appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles may be
better or lesser grades.

1950s to 70s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot57

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to the
various subgenres of Hard Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Hard Rock CD Variety Lot of (50)57a

Lot of (11) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

The Who Vinyl Record LP Lot58

Five country related CD box sets by a variety of artists.
All items are in like new condition. See pictures for
further condition details.

Country CD Box Set Lot of (5)59

Lot of 20 albums. Includes the Big Chill, Cabaret,
Phantom of the Opera, Scarface, Hello Dolly, Midnight
Cowboy and more. These albums appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some LPs may be in
better or lesser grades. Album covers condition as
pictured.

Vinyl LP Soundtracks Movie/Broadway60

LOT #

Lot of 5. includes Dancing Skeletons, Skull and Roses,
Space Your Face, Skeletons and Roses and Steal Your
Face. Bottles are sealed. Please note that this is
non-alcoholic wine.

Grateful Dead Unwine/Wine Bottle Lot 199661

A 2016 John Lennon "Singles Bag" record set which
includes three 45 RPM singles, poster, postcards, and
more! This is a Record Store Day Exclusive and is
numbered #1661/7000. Item is in like new condition.
See pictures for further condition details.

John Lennon Singles Bag 2010 Vinyl Record
Set

62

Brown Shoe Co Salesman Instruction 45 Vinyl Records
with Booklets. Condition appears to be overall Good+
to VG+.

Brown Shoe Co Salesman Records  Lot 195563

An assortment of roughly seventy-three Christmas
music CDs by a multitude of alt-rock, punk, and similar
related genre artists. May contain duplicates.
Conditions vary but majority of items have been
previously opened and may show signs of play wear.
You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Christmas Alt-Rock & Punk CD Variety Lot of
(73)

63a

Lot includes around 200 singles (with some picture
sleeves). Includes a variety of music genres and
artists. Vinyl condition is overall Good to VG. Some
singles may have better or lesser grades. Sleeve
condition as pictured.

1960s-80s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot63b

Lot of (16) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.
Some Single vinyl may be better or lesser grades.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot64

2011 Ultimate Figurine Collection. Opened, but
complete.

Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer Figure Set65

Hundreds of singles sleeves. Includes over 60 picture
sleeves. Most of these are from the 1950s to 1980s.
Picture sleeves included Rolling Stones, Johnny
Horton, the Theme from the Apartment, Prince,
Annette Funicello, Connie Francis, and many more.
The other sleeves are mostly record company sleeves.
Condition varied.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Large Picture/Sleeves
Lot

66
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LOT #

Lot of (15) albums and (1) 33 1/3RPM single. Vinyl
appears to be in overall Good to VG condition. Includes
a promotional copy of Rewind (1971-1985), a special
Disco version of Far Away Eyes on a 12 inch 33 1/3
vinyl as well as the real zipper version of Sticky Finger.
Album cover condition as pictured. Some Single vinyl
may be better or lesser grades.

Rolling Stones Vinyl/Single Record LP Lot67

Lot of (18) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.
Some Single vinyl may be better or lesser grades.

The Ventures Vinyl Record LP Lot68

13 singles. 2 Johnny Cash and 11 Jerry Lee Lewis.
Good+ to EX. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

Sun/Johnny Cash/Jerry Lee Lewis 45RPM
Singles Lot

69

An assortment of roughly fifty-four CDs pertaining to
various artists of the New Wave and Post-Punk
movement. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

New Wave/Post-Punk CD Variety Lot of (41)69a

Lot of (5) albums. The Muscle of Love album comes
with the original cardboard box. Vinyl condition appears
VG to EX. Album cover condition as pictured.

Alice Cooper Vinyl Record LP Lot70

Lot of 45+ albums featuring classic music from Bing
Crosby, Alvin and the Chipmunks, Firestone
compilations and more. Most have the original album
covers. Albums appear to be in overall Good to VG
condition with some individual albums being better or
lesser grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

Christmas LP Vinyl Album Record Lot70b

Lot of (11) albums and a 1970 John and Yoko
calendar. Includes 2 different releases of the Live
Peace in Toronto 1969 album. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG condition. Album cover condition
as pictured.

John Lennon/Yoko Ono Vinyl Record
LP/Calendar Lot

71

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot72

LOT #

A 2010 DEVO "Something for Everybody" LP record on
blue vinyl with bonus album CD. Record is still sealed.
See pictures for further condition details.

DEVO Something For Everybody 2010 Vinyl
Record LP

73

A 2009 "The Beatles In Mono" CD box set. Includes 13
CDs and booklet! Item is in like new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles In Mono 2009 CD Box Set74

Sealed. Rolling Stones Ladies & Gentleman Deluxe
DVD box set, individually numbered and limited. This
one is #1087. This 3 disc set comes with a 60 page
hardback photo book, 2 exclusive film cels, as well as a
reproduction scarf and poster based on the 1974 US
premiere. As this is sealed, the contents are in new
condition. The package looks great save a black
marker across the UPS code as pictured.

Rolling Stones Limited Ed./Numbered DVD
Box Set

75

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)75a

Lot of (12) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Includes a couple of dupes. Album
cover condition as pictured.

Herb Albert's Tijuana Brass Band Vinyl Record
Lot

76

Numbered edition 6545. Includes 5 CDs. 7" record,
poster, 96 page book and tour poster postcard set.
Excellent condition. Cover has light shelf wear as
pictured.

The Rolling Stones, GRRR! Super Edition Box
Set

77

Halloween III: Season of the Witch Spinatures set
which includes the Witch, Jack-O-Lantern, & Skeleton
Turntable Mini-Figures produced by Wax Work
Records in 2020. Figures are new in box, never
opened, or removed. Packaging is in overall beautiful
condition but does have light storage wear present on
the corners and bubbles. Please see pictures for further
condition details.

Halloween III Spinatures Figures Lot of (3)77a
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LOT #

Lot of (35) albums featuring music from Waylon
Jennings, Ray Charles, Alabama, Randy Travis, Tanya
Tucker and more. Most have the original album covers.
Albums appear to be in overall Good to VG condition
with some individual albums being better or lesser
grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

Country Music LP Vinyl Album Record Lot77b

Lot of 3 albums and 2 singles. Includes the 2012
release of the Beatles, Let It Be, 2014 release of the
1984 Bruce Springsteen, Born in the U.S.A., the 2018
release of Aretha Franklin, the Atlantic Singles
Collection 1967-1970, Jack White's Third Man Records
album sized 45 RPM single (Sixteen Salteens/Love is
Blindness) and The Struts 21st Century Dandy 7 inch
single from Funko.   All except the singles are factory
sealed. The singles appear to be in NM condition.

Vinyl LP Remastered/Exclusive Albums/Single
Lot

78

Three modern vinyl records by The Beach Boys.
Includes two Record Store Day exclusives and one Pet
Sounds 40th Anniversary limited edition colored double
LP (#08023). All LPs are sealed. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Beach Boys Vinyl Record Lot of (3)79

20 T-Shirts. Most are member shirts. All are different.
Sizes are Large and XL. Varied wear as pictured.

Rock N' Roll Hall of Fame T-Shirt Collection80

Lot of 50+ singles. Most are 1950s-60s popular music.
Includes mostly harder to find indie and smaller record
labels/imprints like Abkco, Mala, Palette, Bardell,
Coral, Cub, Verve, Wand, Valiant plus more.  The
singles appear to be in overall Good+ to VG+
condition. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1950s-60s/Rarer
Labels

81

An assortment of roughly ninety CDs pertaining to
compilations of various genres and types. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Compilations CD Variety Lot of (90)81a

Lot of (7) albums plus a box set. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG condition. Album cover condition
as pictured.

Buddy Holly Vinyl Record LP + Set Lot82

LOT #

Four Woodstock related CD box sets by a variety of
artists such as Johnny Winter, Sly and the Family
Stone, and more! All items are in like new condition.
See pictures for further condition details.

Woodstock Related CD Box Set Lot of (4)83

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
heavier alternative rock and more related music. May
contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Alternative Rock CD Variety Lot of (50)83a

Lot of (18) 7 inch singles and 2 mini-books. Includes
Bozo, Zorro, Disney, Star Wars, GI Joe, Little Lulu, the
Flintstones and more! Includes some 33 1/3 RPM and
possibly 78 RPM singles. They appear to have varied
play/storage wear.

1960s/70s Kids/Childrens 45RPM Singles Lot84

Lot includes around 200 singles (with some picture
sleeves). Includes a variety of music genres and
artists. Vinyl condition is overall Good to VG. Some
singles may have better or lesser grades. Sleeve
condition as pictured.

1960s-80s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot84b

Lot of (14) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Neil Diamond Vinyl Record LP Lot85

Three Beatles 45 RPM vinyl records which are in the
shape of a heart and two apples (one red and one
green). Includes Love Me Do and P.S. I Love You.
Records are in overall excellent like-new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Love Me Do Shaped Records of
(3)

85a

Lot of (11) albums with a limited edition mono versions
of RAM. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG
condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Paul McCartney/Wings Vinyl Record LP Lot86

37 singles with 20 picture sleeves. Includes some
rarities like a limited edition Black and White single
from the Stranglers, a promo copy of White Rabbit by
Jefferson Airplane, Apple labels that aren't the Beatles.
Other bands include: Santana, CCR, Arthur Brown's
Fire, Nillson, Led Zeppelin, Bob Dylan, House of the
Rising Sun by the Animals, Johnny B. Goode, Savoy
Brown, a Jeff Beck promo and more. Condition

1960s to 70s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot
w/Rarities

87

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
appears to be overall Good+ to EX. Some singles may
be better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as
pictured.

An assortment of roughly fifty-five CDs pertaining to
the various subgenres of Blues Rock and Soul. May
contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Blues Rock & Soul CD Variety Lot of (55)87a

Lot of (9) albums with the Concert For Bangladesh
album. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG
condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

George Harrison Vinyl Record LP Lot88

Two modern CD box sets including "Rod Stewart:
Storyteller" and "Faces: Five Guys Walk Into a Bar...".
Both sets are in like new condition. See pictures for
further condition details.

Rod Stewart Related CD Box Set Lot of (2)89

This lot includes (10) 45RPM 7 inch singles and a
sheet of 10 Jukebox machine title cards. Kay was a
country music artist and a member of the famed
WWVA Original Jamboree out of Wheeling, West
Virginia. She recorded for the Musicor label and was
managed by the Mac Wiseman Talent Agency at one
time. This lot of 10 singles features the songs. Don't
Sweet Talk Me / Someone Finally Found Me. The
singles are in EX/NM condition. 4 are picture sleeves
and 6 are regular sleeves.

Kay Tolliver Jukebox Distribution Lot 196590

Four modern vinyl record LPs by various artists
including Drive-By Truckers (2017 Record Store Day
Exclusive clear vinyl), Jason Isbell & The 400 Unit
(2018 Record Store Day 12" Single), and more! All
records are sealed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Country Related Vinyl Record LP Lot of (4)91

Lot of (38) albums featuring music from psychedelic,
glam, garage and jazz rock bands like Jimi Hendrix
(with original poster insert), Mothers of Invention, SRC,
Sweet, Mott the Hoople, the Doors, Lou Reed and
more. Most have the original album covers. Albums
appear to be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

Psychedelic Rock LP Vinyl Album Record Lot91b

LOT #

Lot of (6) albums with Ringo Starr and His All-Starr
Band 1989 limited edition album. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to EX condition. Album cover condition as
pictured.

Ringo Starr Vinyl Record LP Lot92

Lot of 75 records. Most are from the 1960s. Includes a
wide variety of musical genres like Martha and the
Vandellas, Barry Manilow, Marty Robbins, Carly Simon,
Willie Nelson and more. These albums appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some single items
may be in better or lesser grades. Album
covers/sleeves condition as pictured.

1960s/70s Vinyl Album LP Record Lot93

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)93a

This lot features DVD and VHS singles and sets. You
get all pictured. They appear to be in excellent
condition.

The Beatles + Related DVD/VHS Lot94

This lot includes 5 official concert programs. The
Monkees 1967 and 1987, Linda Ronstadt (1978), Neil
Diamond (1980) and Neil Sedaka from the 1970s.
Overall nice shape with some varied shelf wear as
pictured.

1960s-80s Concert Tour Official Programs Lot95

A 2023 limited edition The Beatles: 1962-1966
compilation LP record set which includes three LP
records pressed on red vinyl! Records are sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles 1962-1966 (2023) 3-LP Record Set95a

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot96

Lot of (6) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

ELO/Electric Light Orchestra Vinyl Record LP
Lot

97

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

A brand new and factory sealed M3GAN Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack double LP colored vinyl
record set produced by Waxwork Records in 2022.
Packaging is in overall excellent condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

M3GAN/MEGAN OST Waxwork Records
Double LP Vinyl

97a

A 2022 The Rolling Stones "El Mocambo 1977" four LP
record set. Records are limited edition heavyweight
neon vinyl with special etching. Record set is still
sealed. See pictures for further condition details.

The Rolling Stones El Mocambo 2022 Record
4LP Set

98

Lot of (45) albums featuring music from Herman's
Hermits, Jan and Dean, the Dave Clark Five, Jerry Lee
Lewis, Petula Clark, Paul Anka, Bobby Darin and more.
Most have the original album covers. Albums appear to
be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

1950s-60s Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

98b

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot99

An assortment of roughly sixty-two Christmas
soundtrack and compilation music CDs. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Christmas Soundtrack & Compilation CD Lot
of (62)

99a

Lot includes Scooby-Doo, Snow White and Wizard of
Oz boxed sets and singles from a wide variety of pop
culture favorites. All are new in packages.

PEZ Dispenser Box Sets + Singles Lot100

A 2009 "Neil Young Archives: 1963-1972 Vol. 1" CD
box set. Includes eight CDs and booklets! Item is in like
new condition. See pictures for further condition
details.

Neil Young Archives 1963-72 Vol 1 2009 CD
Box Set

101

LOT #

Lot of 41 records and singles. 14 LPS and 27 singles.
Includes Cheech and Chong, Weird Al, Flip Wilson,
Redd Foxx, Max Headroom, Halloween and Spooky
sounds, Steve Martin, Laugh-In and more. These
albums appear to be in overall Good+ to VG+
condition. Some single items may be in better or lesser
grades. Album covers/sleeves condition as pictured.

Vintage Comedy/Novelty LPs + Singles Lot102

Lot of (7) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

The Monkees Vinyl Record LP Lot103

Lot of (5) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall VG to
EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Devo Vinyl Record LP Lot104

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like Rich-Tone, Conqueror, Duke, Flip and more.
Condition appears to be overall Good to VG. Some
singles records may be better or lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels105

An assortment of roughly fifty-three CDs pertaining to
various artists of the modern Pop variety. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Modern Pop & More CD Variety Lot of (53)105a

Lot includes around 150 singles. Includes a variety of
music genres and artists. Vinyl condition is overall
Good to VG. Some singles may have better or lesser
grades. Sleeve condition as pictured.

1950s to 1980s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot105b

Three modern Charlie Brown/Vince Guardaldi trio vinyl
record LPs. Includes a special green vinyl pressing of
"A Charlie Brown Christmas" and a limited edition
pumpkin shaped "It's The Great Pumpkin, Charlie
Brown" vinyl. Both the Greatest Hits and Christmas
records are sealed and the other is in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Charlie Brown/Peanuts Vinyl Record LP Lot of
(3)

106

33 TV Guides. Most feature Elvis or the Beatles. You
get all pictured. Overall nice shape with some varied
wear.

Elvis/Beatles/More TV Guide Lot107

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of The Gill-Man from "The Creature from the
Black Lagoon" produced by Waxwork Records in 2020.
Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the
original packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape
with minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Creature From The Black Lagoon Spinatures
Figure

107a

Vintage lot of 5 comedy records. Condition of the
albums appears to be overall Good to VG. Cover
conditions as pictured.

Redd Foxx Comedy Album Vinyl LP Lot108

Lot includes pint glasses, mugs, a tote bag, coasters,
an Abbey Road metal sign and a collectible tin. All are
in new or like new condition.

Beatles Glassware/Mugs/Sign + More109

Lot of (18) albums. Includes the  Bangles, the Go-Go's,
Rick Springfield, The Romantics, the Eurythmics, Soft
Cel Non-Stop Erotic Cabaret is a promotional record.
Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG condition.
Album cover condition as pictured. Some single
records may be better or lesser grades.

1980s Pop/Rock Vinyl Record LP Lot110

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot111

An assortment of roughly fifty-three CDs pertaining to
the various subgenres of rock including Prog-Rock,
Psychedelic Rock, Soft Rock, and more. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Rock Genre CD Variety Lot of (53)111a

A 2022 The Beach Boys "Sound of Summer" six LP
60th Anniversary Expanded Edition record set. Records
are etched vinyl logo. Record set is still sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beach Boys Sounds of Summer 2022
Record 6LP

112

Lot of (7) albums from The Spencer Davis Group,
Traffic and Steve Winwood. Includes a piece of
stationary that was signed by Traffic drummer, Jim

Traffic + Related Vinyl Record LP Lot113

LOT #
Capaldi. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG
condition. Album cover condition as pictured. Jim's
signature does not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but Back tot the Past believes this to be
genuine.

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)113a

This lot includes over 50 singles and a vintage
Disk-Go-Case. The singles appear to be mostly
1960s-70s Rock/Pop. Includes: The Rolling Stones,
The Beatles, Beach Boys, ZZ Top, Joe Cocker, Elvis,
Jefferson Starship, Elton John and much more. The
case is in great shape with no cracks and it locks well.
It has some minor scuffing. The singles appear to be in
overall EX condition. Some singles may be in better or
lesser condition.

50+ 7inch 45RPM Singles w/Vintage
Disk-Go-Case

114

Two modern vinyl records including a 2018 "The Piper
at the Gates of Dawn" LP and a 2013 "See Emily Play"
45 RPM. Both items are Record Store Day exclusives
and both records are sealed. See pictures for further
condition details.

Pink Floyd Vinyl Record LP & 45 RPM Lot of
(2)

115

A 2022 The Beatles "Revolver: Super Deluxe 5 CD
Edition" set which includes five CDs, bonus EP, and
hardback book! Item is sealed. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Beatles Revolver Super Deluxe 2022 5-CD
Set

115a

Lot of (7) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Elton John Vinyl Record LP Lot116

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot117
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LOT #

An assortment of roughly twenty-three CDs pertaining
to Tom Petty and one Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers Box Set which appears to be complete.
May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Tom Petty CD & Box Set Variety Lot of (24)117a

1976 and 1979 programs. The Iron-on transfer was
removed from the 1976 program, but the rest of the
page is still present. Condition as pictured.

KISS 1976 + 1979 Concert Tour Official
Programs

118

Lot of (20) albums featuring the Beach Boys and
related. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG+
condition. Album cover condition as pictured. Some
single records may be better or lesser grades.

Beach Boys Vinyl Record LP Lot119

Lot of 93 singles. Most appear to be from the
1950s/60s. A great selection of mostly popular music
that crosses a number of Genres. Includes Nat King
Cole, Glenn Miller, Frankie Laine, Tex Ritter, the
Village People and much more. The singles have all
been carefully stored in 7 vintage cases that hold
between 12 and 18 singles.  The singles appear to be
in overall VG to Excellent condition. Some singles may
be better or lesser grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1940s-70s + Cases120

Lot of (13) albums.  Includes a reissue of the Butcher
cover on Yesterday and Today. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG+ condition. Album cover condition
as pictured. Some single records may be better or
lesser grades.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot121

Three modern Steve Earle country related vinyl
records including a 2014 limited edition #1332/2000
"Townes: The Basics" LP, 2018 "Live At The
Continental Club in Austin Texas" and a 2015
"Terraplane Blues" Record Store Day 10" single. The
Continental Club album is still sealed while the other
two are in like new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

Steve Earle Vinyl Record LP/10" Single Lot of
(3)

122

Lot of 25 singles. Most have picture sleeves and most
are from the 1960s. Includes Frankie Avalon, Ricky

1960s Teen Heartthrobs 45RPM 7 Inch Singles
Lot

123

LOT #
Nelson and Gene Pitney. The singles appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles may be
better or lesser grades.

An assortment of roughly eighty-eight Christmas music
CDs. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Christmas CD Assortment Lot of (88)123a

This includes a Pee Wee Herman doll, Homer Simpson
and Curly from the Three Stooges T-shirts (L and XL),
magnets, guitar picks, playing cards and a bunch of
other fun stuff. Most items are in nice shape, but some
have varied wear as pictured. The voice box on the
Pee Wee doll runs fast.

Vintage to Modern Pop Culture Collectibles
Lot

124

A 2007 The Beatles "Help!: DVD Deluxe Edition" set
which includes two DVDs, reproduction lobby cards,
reproduction theatrical poster, and hardback book! Item
is sealed. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Help! DVD Deluxe Edition 2007 Set125

Over 90 press release/publicity photos for the TV show,
Solid Gold. These 8" x 10" photos feature hit music
acts from the 1960s to 1980s. Most of them are black
and white. The press release information lists the show
# and the music acts that would be on that show along
with the corresponding pictured. Prince, Dolly Parton,
Night Ranger, Flock of Seagulls, Men at Work and a
multitude of other bands, solo acts and media
personalities are represented. Overall this lot looks to
be in great shape!

1980s Solid Gold Press/Promo Photo Lot126

Lot of (7) albums. Includes (6) Guess Who and (1) Iron
Horse album. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to
VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

The Guess Who Vinyl Record LP Lot127

Lot of (10) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Includes a couple of dupes. The copy
of South of the Border does not come with an album
cover. Album cover condition as pictured.

Herb Albert's Tijuana Brass Band Vinyl Record
Lot

128

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like Bingola, Monarch, D&P and Montgomery Ward
and more. Includes acts like The Carter Family, Gene

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels129
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LOT #
Autry, The Crows and more. Condition appears to be
overall Good to VG. Some singles records may be
better or lesser grades.

An assortment of roughly fifty-eight CDs pertaining to
the various subgenres of Classic Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Classic Rock CD Variety Lot of (58)129a

Three modern vinyl record double LPs by The Rolling
Stones. 2012 "Some Girls" and 2019 "The Very Best"
records are sealed. The 2005 "A Bigger Bang" is in EX
to NM like new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Rolling Stones Vinyl Record 2-LP Lot of
(3)

130

Lot of (13) albums. Includes (11) The Who albums, (1)
Pete Townsend album and (2) Roger Daltrey albums.
Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG condition.
Album cover condition as pictured.

The Who + Townsend/Daltrey Vinyl Record LP
Lot

131

Lot of 28 singles and 6 LPS. Includes Sex Pistols,
Talking Heads, New Model Army, Duran Duran,
Squeeze, Joe Jackson and more. Includes some
harder to find stuff too! Condition of the singles
appears to be overall Good to EX. Some singles may
be better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as
pictured.

New Wave/Punk + More Singles + LP Lot132

Three classic rock related CD box sets by The
Traveling Wilburys and Crosby, Stills, Nash, & Young.
One of the Traveling Wilburys Collection sets is sealed.
The other two sets are in like new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

Classic Rock CD Box Sets Lot of (3)133

Lot of about 50 albums featuring music from Dion,
Bobby Vinton, the Everly Brothers, the Inkspots, the
Cowsills, the Righteous Brothers and more. Most have
the original album covers. Albums appear to be in
overall Good to VG condition with some individual
albums being better or lesser grades. Album cover
conditions as pictured.

1950s-60s Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

133b

LOT #

Two modern Trans-Siberian Orchestra vinyl records
including a 2016 "The Ghosts of Christmas Eve" and a
2014 double LP  "The Christmas Attic". Both items are
sealed. See pictures for further condition details.

Trans-Siberian Orchestra Vinyl Record LP Lot
of 2

134

6 singles with sleeves. All are Capitol Record releases.
Please note that we have attempted to match the
singles sleeves, but please check the photos for the
specific release details. Condition of the singles
appears to be overall Good+ to VG/VG+. Some singles
may be better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as
pictured.

The Beatles 45RPM Singles Picture Sleeves
Lot

135

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)135a

Three modern Hackney Diamonds vinyl record LPs by
The Rolling Stones. Includes an Amazon Exclusive
vinyl and a picture disc. Two of the albums are sealed
while the picture disc is in like new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Rolling Stones Hackney Diamonds Record
LP Lot

136

Lot includes an autographed sunglass clip box from
Hockey Hall of Famer Alex Delvecchio (aged 92 now!),
a Red Wings watch, a 1997 University of Michigan
Wolverines National Championship mini-football and
more. The rest of the lot is mostly Detroit based sports
publications as well as newspapers saved for the death
of Natalie Wood, the election of President Obama and
9-11. Alex's autograph does not come with certificate of
authenticity, but is believed to be genuine by Back to
the Past.

Sports + Pop Culture Box Lot w/Autograph137

A brand new and factory sealed The Bride of
Frankenstein Original Motion Picture Soundtrack LP
colored vinyl record produced by Waxwork Records in
2022. Packaging is in overall excellent condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Bride of Frankenstein Waxwork Records
LP Vinyl

137a
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LOT #

Lot of 30+ singles. Includes a few picture sleeves.
Condition of the singles appears to be overall Good to
EX. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

Rolling Stones 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot138

A 2009 The Beatles Stereo CD box set. Includes
thirteen CDs and bonus DVDs! Item is in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Stereo Remastered 2009 CD Box
Set

139

Lot includes the 1976 Wings Over America and The
Paul McCartney World Tour 1989 official concert
programs, as well as a coffee mug and magnet from
the 2002 Driving USA tour. Mug and magnet are in
great shape. Programs have light to moderate shelf
wear.

Paul McCartney Concert Programs + Merch
Lot

140

Lot of (35) albums featuring music from the Zombies
(demo album), the Turtles, the Lovin' Spoonful, the
Mamas and the Papas, the Young Rascals, Johnny
Rivers, Tommy Roe, the Bee-Gees and more. Most
have the original album covers. Albums appear to be in
overall Good to VG condition with some individual
albums being better or lesser grades. Album cover
conditions as pictured.

1960s/70s Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

140b

28 singles includes some rarities like 50s and 60s
Funk, Soul, R & B and Doo-Wop on smaller record
company labels, some picture sleeves, sets, promos
and more. Condition of the singles appears to be
overall Good to VG+. Some singles may be better or
lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1950s to 70s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot
w/Rarities

141

An assortment of roughly fifty-nine CDs pertaining to
various artists of the Pop and Ballad variety. May
contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Pop & Ballad Bands CD Variety Lot of (59)141a

Lot of (12) albums.  Includes a the Sgt. Peppers picture
disc, as well as the limited edition reissue of Abbey
Road in Super High Fidelity. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG+ condition. Album cover condition

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot142

LOT #
as pictured. Some single records may be better or
lesser grades.

Two 2006 The Beatles Capitol Albums Vol. 1 & 2 CD
box sets. Items are in like new condition. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Beatles Capitol Albums Vol 1 & 2 CD Box
Set

143

An assortment of roughly twenty-nine CDs pertaining to
The Beach Boys and two box sets which appear
complete. Includes tribute CDs. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Beach Boys & Related CD Variety Lot of
(31)

143a

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot144

Five classic rock related CD box sets by various artists
such as AC/DC, Cheap Trick, ZZ Top, and Alice
Cooper. All items are in like new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

Classic Rock CD Box Sets Lot of (5)145

Lot of (12) albums. Includes the first pressing of Some
Girls with the celebrities cover, and an unofficial
release of in Exotic Honolulu. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to EX condition. Album cover condition as
pictured. Some single records may be better or lesser
grades. Please not that one of the Love You Live
double albums is in a generic record cover. The
sleeves are original.

The Rolling Stones Vinyl Record LP Lot146

Lot of 20 albums. Includes Rocky, The King and I,
Flashdance, Funny Girl, Cats, the Sound of Music and
more. These albums appear to be in overall Good+ to
VG+ condition. Some LPs may be in better or lesser
grades. Album covers condition as pictured.

Vinyl LP Soundtracks Movie/Broadway147

An assortment of roughly eighty Christmas music CDs.
May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Christmas CD Assortment Lot of (80)147a
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LOT #

Lot includes over 65 singles. Includes some picture
sleeves. Vinyl condition is overall Good to VG. Some
singles may have better or lesser grades. Sleeve
condition as pictured.

Country Music 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot147b

Lot of (10) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Elvis Presley Vinyl Record LP Lot148

Lot of (7) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Todd Rundgren/Nazz Vinyl Record LP Lot149

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot150

Six modern vinyl record LPs by Brian Wilson. Includes
a Limited Edition "That Lucky Old Sun" and 25th
Anniversary "Orange Crate Art". All records are sealed
except for the "Brian Wilson Presents: Smile" record
which is in like new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

Brian Wilson Vinyl Record LP Lot of (6)151

Set of 4 figures. New in sealed clamshell packages.
Package condition as pictured.

Beatles Cartoon Action Figure Set/McFarlane152

This lot includes over 50 singles and a vintage 1970s
era vinyl case. The singles appear to cross many
genres and eras. Many are promotional/samples.
Includes John Barry (Midnight Cowboy), Perry Como,
Harry Belafonte, Booker T. and the M.G.'s, Jimmie
Rodgers, Jim Nabors, Dean Martin, Frankie Lymon,
Dion, Cat Stevens and  much more. The case is in
great shape with some minor surface wear and some
cracking inside the lid. Most of the singles have
sleeves and appear to be in overall Good to VG+
condition. Some singles may be in better or lesser
condition.

50+ 7inch 45RPM Singles w/Vintage Vinyl Case153

An assortment of roughly forty-five CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (45)153a

LOT #

A 1991 Stax/Volt Complete Singles 1959-1968 nine
volume CD box set featuring various artists such as
Booker T & The MGs, Carla & Rufus, Johnnie Taylor,
and more! Item is in like new condition. See pictures
for further condition details.

Stax The Complete Singles 1959-68 9-CD Box
Set

154

Lot of (50) albums featuring music from the Moody
Blues, the Four Seasons, Olivia Newton-John,
Donovan, Neil Diamond, Carly Simon, Van Morrison,
Sonny and Cher and more. Most have the original
album covers. Albums appear to be in overall Good to
VG condition with some individual albums being better
or lesser grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

1960s Pop/Easy LP Vinyl Album Record Lot154b

Lot of (3) official concert tour programs. Includes 1972
(Honky Chateau), 1974 (Caribou) and 1976 (Louder
Than Concorde). Overall nice shape with condition as
pictured.

Elton John 1972/1974/1976 Concert Programs155

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot156

Lot of (11) albums. Includes 2 copies of Live Bullet.
Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG condition.
Album cover condition as pictured.

Bob Seger Vinyl Record LP Lot157

An assortment of roughly forty-three CDs pertaining to
the solo careers of Paul McCartney and John Lennon.
Includes two Paul McCartney CD Box Sets which both
appear to be complete. May contain duplicates.
Conditions vary but majority of items have been
previously opened and may show signs of play wear.
You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Paul McCartney/John Lennon CD/Box Set Lot
of (45)

157a

Five modern vinyl record LPs by Ringo Starr and
George Harrison. Includes a limited edition Music 4
The Cure "Bad Boy" blue vinyl. All albums are sealed.
See pictures for further condition details.

Ringo Starr & George Harrison Record LP Lot
of (5)

158

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Lot of (33) 45 RPM 7 inch singles. This lot features
many of the contributions of Gene Grier as a
performer, writer or advisor. Gene Grier (1942–2009)
was a nationally known composer, author, educator,
and recording artist. Over 1,000 of his compositions
have been published by some of the world's leading
publishers. His works include children's musicals,
cantatas, solos, piano collections, and textbooks. Gene
was a twenty?nine time winner of the prestigious
ASCAP Popular Song Writing Award. In the last
several years, eleven of his children's recordings have
been nominated for a Grammy Award in the Children's
Music Field. Gene was a resident of the metro Detroit
area and had his hand in a multitude of projects
including local High School music programs. This lot
appears to be in Excellent to NM condition with some
singles being better or lesser grades.

Gene Grier Estate Music Lot159

An assortment of roughly sixty-seven CDs pertaining to
soft rock and yacht rock. May contain duplicates.
Conditions vary but majority of items have been
previously opened and may show signs of play wear.
You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Soft & Yacht Rock CD Variety Lot of (67)159a

A 1996 30th Anniversary The Beach Boys "Pet Sounds
Sessions" CD box set collection. Includes three CDs,
bonus disc, and booklet! Item is in like new condition.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Beach Boys The Pet Sounds Sessions CD
Box Set

160

Lot of (10) albums. Includes Guns and Roses, AC/DC,
Van Halen and Quiet Riot. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG condition. Album cover condition
as pictured. Clambake does not come with an album
cover.

1970s/80s Hard Rock Vinyl Record LP Lot161

Lot of (50) albums featuring music from Simon and
Garfunkel, Bob Dylan, John Denver, Cat Stevens, Trini
Lopez, James Taylor, Jim Croche, Peter, Paul and
Mary, Joni Mitchell and more. Most have the original
album covers. Albums appear to be in overall Good to
VG condition with some individual albums being better
or lesser grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

1960s Folk/World LP Vinyl Album Record Lot161b

LOT #

Lot of 5. Includes London Calling, Rock the Casbah,
Should I stay or Should I Go Now and more. Condition
appears to be overall VG to EX. Sleeve conditions as
pictured.

The Clash 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot162

Lot of (9) albums from Paul McCartney, George
Harrison and Ringo star projects. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG condition. Album cover condition
as pictured.

Beatles Related Vinyl Record LP Lot163

Lot of (16) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.
Some Single vinyl may be better or lesser grades.

Rod Stewart/Faces Vinyl Record LP Lot164

6 singles with sleeves as well as 5 empty sleeves. All
are Capitol Record releases. Includes an MGM Special
DJ Record for the Why Single. Please note that we
have attempted to match the singles sleeves, but
please check the photos for the specific release details.
Condition of the singles appears to be overall Good+ to
VG/VG+. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

The Beatles 45RPM Singles Picture Sleeves
Lot

165

An assortment of roughly fifty-one CDs pertaining to
Neil Young. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Neil Young CD Variety Lot of (51)165a

Two modern vinyl record LP by The Rolling Stones.
Includes a 2017 #13946 double LP with two CDs and
book set of "Their Satanic Majesties Request" with
flicker cover and a 2016 "Blue & Lonesome" record.
The "Blue & Lonesome" record is sealed while the
other is in like new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Rolling Stones Vinyl Record LP & CD Set
of (2)

166

This lot features DVD and VHS singles and sets. You
get all pictured. They appear to be in excellent
condition.

The Beatles + Related DVD/VHS Lot167

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of Frankenstein's Bride from "The Bride of
Frankenstein" produced by Waxwork Records in 2020.
Figure is brand new, never opened, and still in the

The Bride of Frankenstein Spinatures Figure167a
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LOT #
original packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape
with minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Lot of 26 CREEM magazines from the late 70s/early
80s. Condition varies, but appears to be filler condition
to VG. Some covers may be detached.

CREEM Music Magazine Late 1970s/Early 80s
Lot

168

Lot includes around 200 singles with some picture
sleeves. Includes a variety of music genres and artists.
Vinyl condition is overall Good to VG. Some singles
may have better or lesser grades. Sleeve condition as
pictured.

1950s to 1980s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot168b

Five modern vinyl record LPs by Brian Wilson.
Includes a Limited Edition #2310 "Reimagines
Gershwin" and a Record Store blue swirl "Brian Wilson"
vinyl. All records are sealed except for the "That Lucky
Old Sun" record which is in like new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

Brian Wilson Vinyl Record LP Lot of (5)169

A 2014 "The Beatles: The U.S. Albums" CD box set.
Includes 13 CDs and booklet! Item is in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles The US Albums 2014 13-CD Box
Set

170

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot171

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)171a

1981 official concert tour program and the New
Barbarians (Keith Richards project) tour T-Shirt (Size
Large) as well as (7) 2004 photos of the Stones in
concert by Guido Karp. Both program and T-shirt have
moderate wear as pictured.

Rolling Stones 1981 Program+New Barbarians
T-Shirt

172

LOT #

Lot of (8) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Chuck Berry Vinyl Record LP Lot173

An assortment of roughly seventy-four Christmas
music CDs, including classic songs and worship related
albums. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Christmas Classics/Worship CD Variety Lot of
(74)

173a

This lot features a variety of publications that feature
music related articles and pictures. Trouser Press,
Circus, People, Mojo and more. Condition varies, but
overall appears to be VG to Fine condition. You get all
pictured.

Vintage to Modern Music + Related Magazine
Lot

174

Two modern vinyl Cheech & Chong records with three
lighters and matches. Includes a Record Store Day "Up
In Smoke" picture disc and a Record Store Day
"Earache My Eye". Items are in like new condition
except for the "Earache My Eye" which appears to be
sealed. See pictures for further condition details.

Cheech & Chong Vinyl Records & Lighters Lot
of (5)

175

Four modern Christmas vinyl records by various artists.
Includes a limited edition "Shatner Claus" red vinyl.
Items are sealed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Christmas Vinyl Record LP Variety Lot of (4)175a

Three modern The Beatles vinyl LP records. The
"Love" album is sealed while the other two are in
like-new condition. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot of (3)176

Lot of 8 different LPs. Condition of the album appears
to be overall Good to VG+. Album cover conditions as
pictured.

Renaissance Prog Rock Vinyl Record Album
Lot

177

An assortment of roughly sixty CDs pertaining to the
various subgenres of Folk Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Folk Rock CD Variety Lot of (60)177a
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LOT #

Both games are factory sealed.
Rolling Stones Monopoly/Trivial Pursuit178

Lot of (19) albums including a promotional copy of the
Wild Honey double LP. Vinyl appears to be in overall
Good to VG+ condition. Album cover condition as
pictured. Some single records may be better or lesser
grades.

Beach Boys Vinyl Record LP Lot179

Lot of (18) 7 inch singles and an LP. Includes some
picture sleeves.

Roy Orbison LP + 45RPM Singles Lot180

Lot of (14) Soundtrack albums. Includes a
demonstration copy of Death Wish. Vinyl appears to be
in overall Good to EX condition. Album cover condition
as pictured.

1970/80s Soundtrack Vinyl Record LP Lot181

Lot includes a DVD and VHS tapes. Some are harder
to find. Also included are a number of mostly Rock
related publications and a 24" x 36" Pink Floyd
personality poster. The items in this lot appear to be in
excellent condition. Magazines appear to be in overall
nice shape, but some have some varied shelf wear.

Classic Rock DVD/VHS/Magazines + More Lot182

Lot includes House of Waxwork #1-3 and Poser #3.
Each comes with a 7 inch vinyl. This lot also comes
with a handy dandy bag to carry your records in. The
comics and vinyl have not been read or played.

House of Waxwork Comics/Singles/Bag Lot183

An assortment of roughly thirty-six CDs pertaining to
Bruce Springsteen and two box sets which appear
complete. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Bruce Springsteen & Related CD Variety Lot of
(38)

183a

A 2014 "George Harrison: The Apple Years 1968-75"
CD box set. Includes seven CDs, DVD, and booklet!
Item is in like new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

George Harrison The Apple Years 1968-75 CD
Box Set

184

Lot of (10) albums with 2 copies of Shinin' On. Vinyl
appears to be in overall Good to VG condition. Album
cover condition as pictured.

Grand Funk Railroad Vinyl Record LP Lot185

LOT #

Three modern The Rolling Stones vinyl LP and 10"
singles records. Includes a limited edition Record Store
Day glow in the dark "More Hot Rocks" vinyl double LP.
All items are sealed. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Rolling Stones Record LP/Singles Lot of
(3)

185a

Includes a Good Tone and (6) Ordinary Records
78RPM records. These music albums come from the
imaginative mind of R. Crumb (an underground comix
forefather). Condition appears to be overall VG+ to
Excellent.

R. Crumb Underground Comix Record Lot186

Two modern The Beatles "Live at the BBC" vinyl LP
records. The 2013 Vol. 2 is sealed while 1994 Vol. 1 is
in like-new condition. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot of (2)187

A Universal Monsters Spinature turntable mini-bust
figure of Frankenstein's Monster from "Frankenstein"
produced by Waxwork Records in 2020. Figure is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape with
minimal wear but has minor bubble abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

Frankenstein Spinatures Figure Waxwork
Records

187a

Four modern classic rock record LP and CD box sets.
Features a 2009 "The Rolling Sones In Concert: Get
Yer Ya-Ya's Out!" double LP and CD box set. All items
are in like-new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

Classic Rock Record LP/CD Box Sets Lot of (4)188

This lot includes stamps, a Capitol Records John
Lennon publicity photo, Paul McCartney Souvenir tour
books, a couple of books and more. Overall the items
in this lot appear to be in nice shape with some varied
shelf wear as pictured.

Beatles + Related Collectibles Lot189

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)189a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Lot of (3) official concert tour programs. Includes
Aerosmith 1976 and 1977 programs as well as the
1979 Cheap Trick Dream Police program.  Programs
have varied wear with condition as pictured.

Aerosmith + Cheap Trick 1970s Concert
Programs

190

A 2004 "George Harrison: The Dark Horse Years
1976-92" CD box set. Includes six CDs and booklet!
Item is in like new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

George Harrison The Dark Horse Years
1976-92 CDs

191

12 vintage to modern books covering a variety of
music acts and personalities as well as other music
related topics. Condition varied as pictured.

Music Related Vintage to Modern Book Lot192

Lot of (5) albums. Includes a demonstration copy of
Moonflower from WKRM (Tennessee). Vinyl appears to
be in overall VG to EX condition. Album cover
condition as pictured.

Santana Vinyl Record LP Lot193

Four modern Bob Segar vinyl LP records. Includes a
Third Man Pressing of "Heavy Music: The Complete
Cameo Recordings 1966-1967". All items are sealed.
See pictures for further condition details.

Bob Segar Vinyl Record LP Lot of (4)194

A wide variety of songbooks from mostly 1950s to 70s
era acts. Includes Pink Floyd, Jay and the Americans,
Sam Cooke, Barry White, the Guess Who, Three Dog
Night, the Partridge Family and many more. Books
appear to be complete and have varied shelf wear as
pictured.

1950s to 70s Rock/Pop Music Songbooks195

An assortment of roughly fifty-three CDs pertaining to
alt-rock and indie music. May contain duplicates.
Conditions vary but majority of items have been
previously opened and may show signs of play wear.
You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Alt-Rock & Indie CD Variety Lot of (53)195a

Lot of (8) albums. Includes 7 Talking Heads album plus
a Brian Eno-David Byrne album. Vinyl appears to be in
VG to Excellent condition. Album cover condition as
pictured.

Talking Heads Vinyl Record LP Lot196

LOT #

Lot of (60) albums featuring music from Jethro Tull,
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, Allman Brothers,
Bruce Springsteen, Elvin Bishop, Bad Company, the
James Gang Band and more. Most have the original
album covers. Albums appear to be in overall Good to
VG condition with some individual albums being better
or lesser grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

Classic Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record Lot196b

Lot includes ornaments and figurines. The highlight of
this lot is the 1994 first year issue Hallmark 4 figure
ornament set with base in original box. The items in
this lot appear to be in excellent condition.

Beatles Ornaments/Figurines Lot197

An assortment of roughly seventy Christmas music
CDs by a multitude of artists known for pop, R&B, and
more! May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Christmas Pop/R&B/More! CD Variety Lot of
(70)

197a

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot198

Three modern The Beatles vinyl LP & 7" single
records. The single is pressed on clear vinyl. Both the
"Now and Then" single and the "Eight Days a Week:
The Touring Years" are sealed while the "Past Masters"
is in like new condition.  See pictures for further
condition details.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP/7" Single Lot of
(3)

199

Lot of (6) albums from the Eagles and Don Henley plus
a promotional 12 inch single from Glenn Frey. Vinyl
appears to be in VG to Excellent condition. Album
cover condition as pictured.

Eagles and Related Vinyl Record LP Lot200

This lot includes around (250) 45RPM 7 inch singles.
Includes a wide variety of music that are mostly
DJ/Radio Station promos/samples. Includes singles
from groups like John Lennon w/Elton John, Procol
Harum , RATT, Joni Mitchell, David Cassidy, Dionne
Warwick, Elvin Bishop, the Chieftans, Loretta Lynn,

7 inch 45 RPM Singles Lot w/Station Promos +
More

201

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Merle Hagard, Emmy Lou Harris, Dr. Hook, Wilson
Pickett, Chaka Khan, Jimmy Buffett, Roger Daltrey,
Ray Charles, the Kinks and much more! The vast
majority are in sleeves. Condition appears to be overall
Good to VG+. A few singles may be better or lesser
conditions.

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to the
subgenres of Hard Rock and various Theatrical Metal
bands. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Hard Rock/Theatrical Metal CD Variety Lot of
(50)

201a

Two modern The Beatles CD box sets including a 2021
special edition "Let It Be" and 2019 anniversary edition
"Abbey Road". Both sets are in like-new condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles CD Box Set Lot of (2)202

Lot of (8) albums. Includes a duplicate copy of Rough
and Ready. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG
condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Jeff Beck Vinyl Record LP Lot203

Lot of (35) albums featuring music from various era
and genres. Most have the original album covers.
Albums appear to be in overall Good to VG condition
with some individual albums being better or lesser
grades. Album cover conditions as pictured.

Greatest Hits/Compilation LP Vinyl Album
Records

203b

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot204

Lot of (13) albums and (1) 12 inch single. Roxy Music,
Stray Cats, Cyndi Lauper, Talking Heads, a 33 1/3
RPM single for Girls Just Want to Have Fun and more.
Vinyl appears to be in VG to Excellent condition. Album
cover condition as pictured.

1980s Rock/Pop/More Vinyl Record LP Lot205

Three modern The Beach Boys CD box sets featuring a
2013 "Made In California" disc set which appears to be
signed by the members of the Beach Boys. Includes a
6 CD set from 2022 and a five CD set from 2021.

The Beach Boys CD Box Set w/ Signature Lot
of (3)

206

LOT #
There is no accompanying Certificate of Authenticity,
however, we at Back to the Past Collectibles believe
these signatures to be genuine. All sets are in like-new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Lot of 23 albums. Includes acts like the Led Zeppelin,
Santana, the Beatles, Bob Seger, the Kinks, Rod
Stewart and more. These albums appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some LPs may be in
better or lesser grades. Album covers condition as
pictured.

Rock N' Roll/Pop Vinyl Album LP Lot207

An assortment of roughly fifty-three CDs pertaining to
the various subgenres of Glam Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Glam Rock CD Variety Lot of (53)207a

Lot of (11) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Fleetwood Mac Vinyl Record LP Lot208

This lot includes the 1974 George Harrison/Ravi
Shankar concert program, programs for the 1980 and
1983 Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers tours as well as
the Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers Runnin' Down A
Dream DVD set. DVDs are in excellent condition.
Official concert programs condition as pictured.

George Harrison+Tom Petty Vintage Concert
Programs

209

Lot of 75 records. Most are from the 1960s. Includes a
wide variety of musical genres like Ray Charles, the
Temptations, Connie Francis, Johnny Horton, the
Everly Brothers, Neil Diamond, Jay and the Americans
and more. These albums appear to be in overall Good+
to VG+ condition. Some single items may be in better
or lesser grades. Album covers/sleeves condition as
pictured.

1960s/70s Vinyl Album LP Record Lot210

Lot includes around 150 singles. Includes a variety of
music genres,  and artists. Vinyl condition is overall
Good to VG. Some singles may have better or lesser
grades. Sleeve condition as pictured.

1950s to 1980s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot210b

A 2010 "John Lennon Signature Box" CD box set.
Includes eleven CDs and booklet! Item is in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

John Lennon Signature Box Set 2010 (11) CDs211
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LOT #

Set of 4 figures. New in packages. Package condition
as pictured.

Beatles Yellow Submarine Figure
Set/McFarlane

212

Lot of (50) 45 RPM and 33 1/3"  7 inch singles and 5
LPs. Includes music from the U.S. military, news and
historical moments like the moon landing and tributes
to JFK and RFK. Also included are (4) copies of the 33
1/3 RPM singles of excerpts from the Greatest
Moments in Sports History with sounds and voices.
You'll hear Babe Ruth, Joe Louis, Jesse Owens and
many more. This lot appears to range in condition from
Good to EX.

Sports/Military/History/News Record Lot213

An assortment of roughly twenty-nine CDs pertaining to
The Beach Boys and three box sets which appear
complete. Includes tribute CDs. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Beach Boys & Related CD Variety Lot of
(32)

213a

Seven modern Bruce Springsteen vinyl LP records. All
items are sealed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Bruce Springsteen Vinyl Record LP Lot of (7)214

Lot of (14) Motown themed albums. Vinyl appears to be
in overall Good to EX condition. Album cover condition
as pictured.

Stevie Wonder/Supremes Vinyl Record LP Lot215

23 singles. Includes a limited edition Spinal Tap single,
a Queen and David Bowie Under Pressure single
labled for Radio Station Use Only, Van Halen, AC/DC,
Motley Crue, Scorpions, Alice Cooper, Twisted Sister,
Quiet Riot, RATT, Lita Ford, Nazareth, Billy Idol, and
David Lee Roth are also included. Most are picture
sleeves. Condition appears to be overall VG to EX.
Some singles may be better or lesser grades. Sleeve
conditions as pictured.

1980s Rock/Heavy Metal 45RPM 7 Inch Singles
Lot

216

Lot of (16) albums. The Knack, Joe Jackson, Huey
Lewis, John Cougar Mellencamp and more. Vinyl
appears to be in overall Good to EX condition. Album
cover condition as pictured. The Runaways - Live in
Japan and Rick Springfield - Working Class Dog do not

1970s/80s Rock/Pop/More Vinyl Record LP Lot217

LOT #
come with the original album covers.

A turntable mini-bust figure of the Politician from John
Carpenter's 1988 sci-fi/horror film, "They Live",
produced by Waxwork Records in 2020. Figure is
brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. Box is in overall excellent shape with minor
wear but has slight bubble and box abrasions. See
pictures for further condition details.

They Live Politician Spinatures Figure217a

Lot of (60+) albums featuring Jazz, Pop, easy
Listening, R&B music from Tom Jones, Wayne
Newton, Bette Midler, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole,
Stevie Wonder, Dionne Warwick, the Supremes and
more. Most have the original album covers. Albums
appear to be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

Jazz/Pop/Easy Listening LP Vinyl Album
Record Lot

217b

Lot of (10) Soundtrack albums. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to EX condition. Album cover condition as
pictured.

1970/80s Soundtrack Vinyl Record LP Lot218

31 singles. Includes Prince, Billy Joel, Stevie Nicks,
Tracey Ullman, Wall of Voodoo, Corey Hart, Men at
Work and more. Most are picture sleeves. Condition
appears to be overall VG to EX. Some singles may be
better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1980s Rock/Pop 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot219

An assortment of roughly fifty-four CDs pertaining to
various artists of the Pop, Rap/Hip-Hop, and Pop-Punk
variety. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Pop/Rap/Pop-Punk CD Variety Lot of (54)219a

Lot of (10) albums. Beastie Boys, Tone Loc, Run DMC,
Peter Tosh and more. Vinyl appears to be in overall VG
to EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

1970s/80s Rap/Reggae/Rock Vinyl Record LP
Lot

220

Lot of (8) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

KISS Vinyl Record LP Lot221

An assortment of roughly eighty-eight Christmas music
CDs. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and

Christmas CD Assortment Lot of (88)221a
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LOT #
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

31 singles. Includes some picture sleeves. Includes a
couple of copies of the TV Guide RCA Victor custom
made record. Condition appears to be overall Good+ to
EX. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

Elvis Presley 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot222

Two modern John Lennon related CD box sets
including a 2021 "John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band: The
Ultimate Collection" and a 2018 "Imagine". The
"Imagine" set is sealed while the other is in like-new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

John Lennon CD Box Set Lot of (2)223

Lot of (13) albums. U2, Tracey Chapman, Sinead O'
Connor, the Tubes, The Go-Go's, The Police and more.
Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to EX condition.
Album cover condition as pictured.

1970s/80s Rock/Pop/More Vinyl Record LP Lot224

Lot of (24) 45RPM 7 inch singles from the EMI
collection. Each comes with original sleeve and great
pictures on the backs! Condition appears to be overall
Good+ to EX. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured. Includes 3
additional sleeves without singles.

The Beatles Singles Collection 1962-1970 EMI
Lot

225

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)225a

Lot includes a 1964 Fab Four 1st Visit Coin, magnets,
puzzle, guitar picks, figurines with base, die-cast
vehicles and a number of Beatles and other music
related magazines. The items in this lot appear to be in
overall nice shape with some varied wear to the
publications.

Beatles Collectibles Box Lot226

Four modern rock and roll CD box sets featuring music
by Elvis Presley and Little Richard. Includes a "Elvis at
Stax: Deluxe Edition" CD set. All items are in like-new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

Rock & Roll CD Box Sets Lot of (4)227

LOT #

Lot of 30+ singles. Includes a few picture sleeves.
Condition of the singles appears to be overall Good to
EX. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

Rolling Stones 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot228

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot229

Lot of (2) official concert programs. Includes the 1975
Faces and 1978 Rod Stewart (Blondes Have More Fun)
programs. Condition as pictured.

Rod Stewart + The Faces Concert Programs
1975/1978

230

#312/700. 2 x Vinyl, LP, Deluxe Edition, Limited Edition
progressive rock albums with 15 total songs. Issued by
the Italian music label, Manticore. This appears to be in
NM/NM+ condition.

Greg Lake – Live in Piacenza Italian 2 Album
Set

231

An assortment of roughly forty-two CDs pertaining to
Rock and Roll and its various related subgenres such
as rockabilly. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Rock and Roll CD Variety Lot of (42)231a

Three modern Keith Richards vinyl LP records from
2015, 2020, and 2021. The "Live at the Hollywood
Palladium" album is pressed in limited edition red vinyl.
All items are sealed. See pictures for further condition
details.

Keith Richards Vinyl Record LP Lot of (3)232

Lot of (12) albums and the Singles Selection - the
London Years 4 record set. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to VG condition. Album cover condition
as pictured. Some single vinyl may be better or lesser
grades.

Rolling Stones Vinyl/Set Record LP Lot233

Sealed. Rolling Stones Ladies & Gentleman Deluxe
DVD box set, individually numbered and limited. This
one is #11554. This 3 disc set comes with a 60 page
hardback photo book, 2 exclusive film cels, as well as a
reproduction scarf and poster based on the 1974 US

Rolling Stones Limited Ed./Numbered DVD
Box Set

234
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LOT #
premiere. As this is sealed, the contents are in new
condition. The package looks great save a black
marker across the UPS code as pictured.

Lot of (15) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition. Album cover condition as pictured.
Some single vinyl may be better or lesser grades. The
copy of Introducing the Beatles does not come with the
original album cover.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot235

A 2023 limited edition The Beatles: 1967-1970
compilation LP record set which includes three LP
records pressed on blue vinyl! Records are sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles 1967-1970 (2023) 3-LP Record Set235a

Three modern 2016 Rock & Roll Hall of Fame vinyl LP
records including Vol. 1, 2, and 3. All items are limited
edition and printed on various colors of vinyl such as
purple, orange and red marble, and white and black
marble. All records are sealed. See pictures for further
condition details.

Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Live Record LP Lot
of (3)

236

Includes around (140) 45RPM 7" singles from a variety
of genres and eras. Includes popular and obscure
music. Most have sleeves, a few have picture sleeves
and some come without sleeves. They appear to have
varied play/storage wear.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot237

An assortment of roughly forty-five CDs pertaining to
the solo careers of Ringo Starr and George Harrison.
May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Ringo Starr/George Harrison CD/Box Set of
(45)

237a

Lot of 97 singles. Most appear to be from the
1950s/60s. A great selection of mostly popular music
that crosses a number of Genres. Includes Les Paul
and Mary Ford, Frank and Nancy Sinatra, Rosemary
Clooney, Patti Page, Paul Anka, Tony Bennett, Kenny
Loggins, Roger Miller and much more. The singles
have all been carefully stored in 7 vintage cases that
hold between 12 and 17 singles.  The singles appear to
be in overall VG to Excellent condition. Some singles
may be better or lesser grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1940s-80s + Cases238

LOT #

Five modern classic rock related artists vinyl LP
records. Includes a T. Rex picture disc record. All
records are sealed except for both T. Rex albums
which are in like-new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

Classic Rock Vinyl Record LP/Singles Lot of
(5)

239

An assortment of roughly fifty-four CDs pertaining to
alternative music and more. May contain duplicates.
Conditions vary but majority of items have been
previously opened and may show signs of play wear.
You get all pictured. See pictures for further condition
details.

Alternative Rock CD Variety Lot of (54)239a

Lot of 30 singles. Most have picture sleeves and most
are from the 1960s. Includes Pat Boone, Bobby Vinton,
Bobby Rydell, Fabian and Bobby Darin.  The singles
appear to be in overall Good+ to VG condition. Some
singles may be better or lesser grades.

Bobby Darin/Vinton/Rydell+ More 45RPM
Singles Lot

240

Lot of (8) albums. Includes the Capitol Vaults limited
edition of the Live Peace in Toronto 1969 album. Vinyl
appears to be in overall Good to EX condition. Album
cover condition as pictured.

John Lennon/Yoko Ono Vinyl Record LP Lot241

Three modern The Beatles vinyl LP & 7" single
records. The single is pressed on marble vinyl and
includes two Abbey Road anniversary editions, one of
which is a picture disc. All items are sealed. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP/7" Single Lot of
(3)

242

Lot of 50+ singles. Includes almost all picture sleeves
and some promos. Includes mostly Rock/Pop music.
Bon Jovi, Michel Jackson, Paul McCartney, Journey,
John Cougar Mellencamp, Rod Stewart and a whole lot
more.  The singles appear to be in overall Good+ to
VG+ condition. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1980s w/Picture
Sleeves

243

An assortment of roughly forty-five CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. Includes a signed
Jason and the Scorchers which does not include a
Certificate of Authenticity, but we at Back to the Past
Collectibles believes it to be genuine. May contain

Country CD Variety Lot of (45)243a
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LOT #
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Lot of 11 singles. Most have picture sleeves and most
are from the 1960s. The singles appear to be in overall
Good+ to VG+condition. Some singles may be better
or lesser grades.

Brenda Lee/Lesley Gore/4 Seasons 45RPM
Singles

244

Set of 4 figures from the Sgt. Peppers series. New in
packages. Package condition as pictured.

Beatles Yellow Submarine Figure
Set/McFarlane

245

Lot of (55+) albums featuring music from Sly and the
Family Stone, ZZ Top, the 5th Dimension, Earth, Wind
and Fire, Herbie Mann, Johnny and Edgar Winter,
Mountain, the Gap Band and more. Most have the
original album covers. Albums appear to be in overall
Good to VG condition with some individual albums
being better or lesser grades. Album cover conditions
as pictured.

Funk/Soul/Jazz Rock P Vinyl Album Record
Lot

245b

Lot of 50+ singles. Includes almost all picture sleeves
and some promos. Includes mostly Rock/Pop music.
RATT, Huey Lewis, Rolling Stones, Don Henley, New
Kids on the Block, Genesis, Billy Joel and a whole lot
more.  The singles appear to be in overall Good+ to
VG+ condition. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1980s w/Picture
Sleeves

246

Lot of (12) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Elton John Vinyl Record LP Lot247

A brand new and factory sealed Rob Zombie's "The
Munsters" Original Motion Picture Soundtrack double
LP colored vinyl record set produced by Waxwork
Records in 2022. Packaging is in overall excellent
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

The Munsters OST Waxwork Records 2LP
Colored Vinyl

247a

Lot of (12) Soundtrack albums. Vinyl appears to be in
overall Good to EX condition. Album cover condition as
pictured.

1970/80s Soundtrack Vinyl Record LP Lot248

LOT #

Lot of 26 albums. Includes acts like the Jethro Tull,
Kansas, Foreigner, REO Speed wagon, CCR, Cat
Stevens, the Beatles, England Dan and John Ford
Coley and more. These albums appear to be in overall
Good+ to VG+ condition. Some LPs may be in better
or lesser grades. Album covers condition as pictured.

Rock N' Roll/Pop Vinyl Album LP Lot249

An assortment of roughly sixty-three Christmas country
music CDs. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Christmas Country CD Variety Lot of (63)249a

Lot of 50+ singles. Most are 1950s-60s popular music.
Includes mostly harder to find indie and smaller record
labels/imprints like Sparkle, Darcey, Warwick, Paula,
Grant, D-Town plus more.  The singles appear to be in
overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles may be
better or lesser grades.

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1950s-60s/Rarer
Labels

250

Four modern Christmas vinyl records by various artists.
Includes a limited edition Keith Richards "Run Rudolph
Run" red vinyl. All items are sealed. See pictures for
further condition details.

Christmas Vinyl Record LP Variety Lot of (4)251

15 singles. Includes soundtrack singles from Fast
Times at Ridgemont High, Pretty in Pink, Close
Encounters of the Third Kind, Gremlins, Stand By Me,
Star Trek the Motion Picture and more. Condition
appears to be overall VG to EX. Some singles may be
better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1970s/80s Motion Picture Soundtrack 45RPM
Singles

252

Lot includes around 200 singles. Includes a variety of
music genres,  and artists. Vinyl condition is overall
Good to VG. Some singles may have better or lesser
grades. Sleeve condition as pictured.

1950s to 1980s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot252b

This lot includes 1976 and 1977 Beach Boys official
concert tour programs, Brian Wilson signed Smile Tour
program and CD, a mug, T-shirts, as well as Beach
Boys and Dennis Wilson VHS tapes and DVDs, The
DVDs and VHS tapes and mug are in excellent
condition. T-Shirts look to both be XL and have some
light to moderate storage wear. Program condition as

Beach Boys + Dennis Wilson Concert
Programs+Merch

253
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LOT #
pictured. Autographs do not come with certificates of
authenticity, but are believed to be genuine by Back to
the Past.

Lot of (10) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Michael Jackson + Family Vinyl Record LP Lot254

30 singles. Includes Prince, Bruce Springsteen, Yes,
Tome Petty, Blondie, Eurythmics, Michael Jackson and
Paul McCartney, INXS, Bryan Adams and more. Most
are picture sleeves. Condition appears to be overall VG
to EX. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1980s Rock/Pop 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot255

An assortment of roughly eighty-six CDs pertaining to
various genres and various musical artists. Includes a
Lindsey Sterling Complete Experience book and disc
set. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Assorted CD Lot of (86)255a

23 singles. Includes Michael Jackson, Sade, Vanity,
New Edition, Tina Turner, Stevie Wonder and more.
Most are picture sleeves. Condition appears to be
overall VG to EX. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

1980s R&B/Soul/Rock/More 45RPM 7 inch
Singles Lot

256

A modern 2019 "The Beatles: The Singles Collection"
7" singles record box set. Includes twenty-three singles,
one of which is an exclusive double A-side of 'Free as
a Bird' and 'Real Love'. Item is sealed. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Beatles The Singles Collection Record
Box Set

257

An assortment of roughly fifty-seven CDs pertaining to
the various subgenres of Classic Rock. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Classic Rock CD Variety Lot of (57)257a

Lot of 50+ singles. Most are 1950s-60s popular music.
Includes mostly harder to find indie and smaller record
labels/imprints like Garrett, Carlton, Tag, Jan, Go-Dak,
Golden World, Janus plus more.  The singles appear to

45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot 1950s-60s/Rarer
Labels

258

LOT #
be in overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some singles
may be better or lesser grades.

Lot of (15) albums. The Dead Kennedys, Men at Work,
Elvis Costello, The Blasters and more. Includes a DJ
promo copy of Elvis Costello's Armed Forces/Live at
Hollywood High. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to
EX condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

1970s/80s Rock/Pop/More Vinyl Record LP Lot259

Lot of (23) albums featuring music from Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Marshall Tucker, Nancy Sinatra, Atlanta
Rhythm Section, Wet Willie, Glen Campbell and more.
Most have the original album covers. Albums appear to
be in overall Good to VG condition with some
individual albums being better or lesser grades. Album
cover conditions as pictured.

Southern/Country Rock LP Vinyl Album
Record Lot

259b

Lot of (15) albums. Includes albums from the Beach
Boys, as well as Dennis and Carl Wilson. Vinyl appears
to be in overall Good to EX condition. Album cover
condition as pictured.

Beach Boys and Related Vinyl Record LP Lot260

Lot of 19 singles. Most have picture sleeves. Includes a
Japanese Import 33 1/3RPM 7 inch by the Ventures,
Jan & Dean, the Beach Boys, Peter and Gordon, The
Buckinghams, The Dave Clark Five plus more.  The
singles appear to be in overall Good+ to VG+
condition. Some singles may be better or lesser
grades.

Surf Rock/Folk 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot261

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)261a

Lot of (27) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to EX condition. Most are Good to VG. Album cover
condition as pictured. Some single vinyl may be better
or lesser grades. Please not that 2 of the Steve Martin
albums do not come with original album covers.

Comedy/Novelty/Misc. Vinyl Record LP Lot262

9 T-shirts. 5 Beatles, 1 Ringo Starr, 1 Hard Rock Cafe,
1 Johnny Cash and 1 Route 66. All but 2 of the Beatles
shirts are XL. Those 2 Beatles shirts are 2 XL. The
T-shirts look to be in overall good shape with some

Beatles and More T-Shirt Lot263
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LOT #
varied wear as pictured.

Lot of over 50 singles. Most are from the 1960s and
most are in sleeves. A wide variety of popular and
obscure music as well as some promo stuff. Includes
acts like Marlon Brando singing Luck Be a Lady
Tonight, The Turtles, Elvis, Funkadelic, Dean Martin,
Derek and the Dominos and  many more. The singles
appear to be in overall Good+ to Excellent condition.
Some singles may be better or lesser grades.

1950s to 70s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot264

Lot of 35 albums. Includes Harry Belafonte, Mel
Torme, Burt Bacharach, Andy Williams, Johnny Mathis,
Lawrence Welk and more. These albums appear to be
in overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some LPs may be
in better or lesser grades. Album covers condition as
pictured.

1950s /60s Pop and More Vinyl Album LP Lot265

Two modern 7" singles record box sets for both The
Beatles (four singles and more) and Ringo Starr (three
singles and more). Both sets are Record Store Day
exclusives. Items are sealed. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Beatles & Ringo Starr Single Record Sets265a

Seven modern to vintage items including five vinyl
record LPs, one EP, and one single by Paul
McCartney. Features a Record Store Day 2013 45
RPM 12" single of Wings' 'Maybe I'm Amazed' and a
McCartney "III" album pressed in orange vinyl. Two of
the items are unofficial releases including the 1988
Russian Album and a 2007 Amoeba's Secret 12" EP.
Majority of the albums are sealed outside of the "Chaos
and Creation in the Backyard" and two unofficial
releases. See pictures for further condition details.

Paul McCartney Related Record LP/Single Lot
of (7)

266

Lot of (55+) featuring orchestral, instrumental, and jazz
music from a variety of artists and eras. Most have the
original album covers. Albums appear to be in overall
Good to VG condition with some individual albums
being better or lesser grades. Album cover conditions
as pictured.

Orchestral/Jazz/More LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

266b

Includes 4 reel-to-reels. El Dorado (sealed), Jim
Nabors (sealed), Sonny and Cher, and 1965's Great
Hits (George Cates). The 65's Great Hits and Sonny
and Cher reels appear to be in nice shape with little

1960s/70s 4-Track Reel-To-Reel Lot267

LOT #
wear. The cases have some wear as pictured.

An assortment of roughly eighty-five CDs pertaining to
various TV show and movie original soundtracks. May
contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Movie & TV Soundtracks CD Variety Lot of (85)267a

Three modern Mudcrutch related items including two
vinyl LP records (one of which includes a CD) and one
Live! EP.. All LP records are sealed however the Live!
EP is in like-new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

Mudcrutch Vinyl Record LP/CD/EP Lot of (3)268

Lot of (21) albums. Includes Rolling Stones as well as
Mick Jagger, Keith Richards and Ronnie Woods project
albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to EX
condition. Most are Good to VG. Album cover condition
as pictured. Some single vinyl may be better or lesser
grades.

Rolling Stones + Related Vinyl Record LP Lot269

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like Dial, Jubilee, Savoy. Includes acts like The Carter
Family, Charlie Parker, Gene Autry, The Teen Queens
and more. Also includes a Snow White 2 record set
and 5 Edison records. Condition appears to be overall
Good to VG. Some singles records may be better or
lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels270

Lot of (19) albums.Loverboy, Georgia Satellites, John
Cougar Mellancamp, Huey Lewis and more. Vinyl
appears to be in overall Good to EX condition. Album
cover condition as pictured.

1970s/80s Rock/Pop/More Vinyl Record LP Lot271

A 2003 The Beatles "Let It Be...Naked" LP and single
record set. Record is graded EX+/NM and is in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Let It Be...Naked LP/Single Record
Set

272

CD box set. CDs are in like-new condition. Cover has
some shelf wear as pictured.

Rocky Horror Picture Show 15th Anniversary
Set

273

An assortment of roughly eighty-eight Christmas music
CDs. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and

Christmas CD Assortment Lot of (88)273a
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LOT #
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Lot includes around 200 singles. Includes a variety of
music genres,  and artists. Vinyl condition is overall
Good to VG. Some singles may have better or lesser
grades. Sleeve condition as pictured.

1950s to 1980s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot273b

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like Fortune, Apollo, Cosmo and more. Includes acts
like Charlie Parker, Billie Holiday, Duke Ellington, Cab
Calloway and more. Condition appears to be overall
Good to VG. Some singles records may be better or
lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels274

Lot of (14) albums. Include Prince, Shiela E., Morris
Day and The Time. Vinyl appears to be in VG to
Excellent condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Prince + Related Vinyl Record LP Lot275

An assortment of roughly thirty-eight CDs sets
pertaining to The Rolling Stones and features a thirteen
CD box set. Includes tribute CDs. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Rolling Stones/Related CD Variety Lot of
(38)

275a

Lot of 4 albums from the U.K. based
post-industrial/experimental supergroup, Psychic TV.
Includes the limited to 1000 Southern Comfort, the
Album 10 picture disc as well as Live in Toronto and
Live in Heaven. Albums appear overall in VG/VG+
condition. Album cover conditions as pictured.

Psychic TV Vinyl Record Lot w/Ltd. Ed.276

Four modern classic rock CD box sets featuring music
by Delaney & Bonnie with Eric Clapton, Simon &
Garfunkel, Bob Dylan, and Bruce Springsteen. All
items are in like-new condition. See pictures for further
condition details.

Classic Rock CD Box Sets Lot of (4)277

Lot of 13 singles. Capitol, Apple and Tollie releases.
Condition of the singles appears to be overall Good+ to
VG/VG+. Some singles may be better or lesser grades.
Sleeve conditions as pictured.

The Beatles + Related 45RPM 7 inch Singles
Lot

278

LOT #

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like King, Duke, Aladdin, Okeh and more. Includes acts
like The Hurricanes, Johnny Ace, Della Reese, Tommy
Edwards and more. Condition appears to be overall
Good to VG. Some singles records may be better or
lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels279

An assortment of roughly fifty CDs pertaining to
Country and its various subgenres. May contain
duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of items have
been previously opened and may show signs of play
wear. You get all pictured. See pictures for further
condition details.

Country CD Variety Lot of (50)279a

A hodge podge of obscure and popular albums.
Includes Nirvana - Bleach, a Stan Freberg
?underground Interview album, an Air Aids Singing
Salesmen album, a Bruce Springsteen 3 Cassettes box
set, Fishbone picture single, a promo single from the
Hungarian rock band The Bikinis and more. Overall the
items in this lot appear to be VG to EX condition with
some single items being better or lesser grades. You
get all pictured.

1960s to 2000s Misc. Albums/Singles + More280

Lot of (55+) featuring orchestral, instrumental, and jazz
music from a variety of artists and eras. Most have the
original album covers. Albums appear to be in overall
Good to VG condition with some individual albums
being better or lesser grades. Album cover conditions
as pictured.

Orchestral/Jazz/More LP Vinyl Album Record
Lot

280b

Three modern The Rolling Stones 12" single and vinyl
LP records sets. Includes a Limited Edition 50th
Anniversary #2790 "I Can't Get No Satisfaction" 12"
single and two triple-LP album sets with included
DVDs. All items are sealed. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Rolling Stones Vinyl Record
LP/Single/DVD Lot

281

Lot of 25 singles and 3 LPS. Includes Missing Persons,
Talking Heads, Oingo Bingo, New Order, OMD,
Madness, Flock of Seagulls and more. Includes some
harder to find stuff too! Condition of the singles
appears to be overall Good to EX. Some singles may
be better or lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as

New Wave/Punk + More Singles + LP Lot282
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LOT #
pictured.

Lot includes die-cast vehicles, a lava lamp, guitar picks
and other Beatles related merchandise as well as
magazines featuring the Beatles and other Rock N' Roll
acts. You get all pictured. Overall the items in this lot
look to be in great shape with some varied wear to the
magazines. The lava lamp is in nice shape, and the
light works, but the wax does not behave as it would
when it was new. The bottle may need to be replaced.

Beatles Collectibles + Magazines + More Lot283

Three modern Christmas vinyl records pertaining to
Rudolph The Red Nose Reindeer, Dr. Seuss' How The
Grinch Stole Christmas (limited edition green vinyl),
and Home Alone (clear with red and green vinyl). Two
of the albums are sealed but the How the Grinch Stole
Christmas album is in like-new condition.. See pictures
for further condition details.

Christmas Vinyl Record LP Variety Lot of (3)284

This lot features a number of really cool and harder to
find items. First up, a signed copy of Guitar Army from
John Sinclair of MC5 fame. Along with the book is a
45RPM single from the John Sinclair Freedom Rally in
1971 and another single from Scotty Morgan (another
local to Detroit act). Next is a Glen Campbell Music
Show Press Kit, press release photos for TV shows and
concerts. Also included are photos and postcards of
Grand Funk Railroad, Steven Tyler, Peter Frampton,
Stevie Ray Vaugh (with passes) and many more! While
the John Sinclair signature does not come with a
certificate of authenticity, Back to the Past believes this
to be genuine. We do believe the passes to be genuine
as well.

Vintage Music Themed Press Kit/Photos +
More Lot

285

An assortment of roughly fifty-four CDs pertaining to
various artists of the New Wave and Post-Punk
movement. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary
but majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

New Wave/Post-Punk CD Variety Lot of (45)285a

Lot of (16) albums and sets. Smokey Robinson and the
Miracles, Marvin Gay, the 4 Tops, compilation albums
and more. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to VG
condition. Some single albums may be better or lesser
grades. Album cover condition as pictured.

Motown and Related Vinyl Record LP Lot286

LOT #

A modern 2010 Paul McCartney & Wings "Band on the
Run" Deluxe Edition four disc CD and DVD box set
with 120-page book. Set is marked as No. 33023. Item
is sealed. See pictures for further condition details.

Paul McCartney & Wings Deluxe CD/DVD Box
Set

287

A brand new and factory sealed The Ring Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack double LP colored vinyl
record set produced by Waxwork Records in 2023.
Packaging is in overall excellent condition. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Ring OST Waxwork Records Double LP
Vinyl

287a

Lot includes 30 singles manufactured in the modern
era from bands like Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, David
Bowie, Frank Zappa, Iggy and the Stooges, Steve
Earle, the Who and more. Many are Record Store Day
only exclusives. Overall the singles appear to be in like
new condition.

Classic/Modern 45RPM Singles Lot
w/Exclusives

287b

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like Clipper, Zon-O-Phone, Aeolian, Lincoln, Aristocrat
and more. Includes acts like Spike Jones, Bing Crosby,
Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Gene Autry and more.
Condition appears to be overall Good to VG. Some
singles records may be better or lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels288

Lot of (16) albums. Includes music from the Taveling
Wilburys, George Harrison, Roy Orbison, Bob Dylan,
Tom Petty and Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers.  This
lot comes with a promotional copy of the Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers album, You're Gonna Get It!
Vinyl appears to be in overall Good to EX condition.
Some single albums may be better or lesser grades.
Album cover condition as pictured.

Traveling Wilburys + Related Vinyl Record LP
Lot

289

Most are from the 1960s/70s. A large variety of musical
genres. Includes compilation sets, CCR, John Denver
and the Muppets, Wings, the Baby's Elvis, Bob Seger,
and more. These albums appear to be in overall Good+
to VG condition. Some single items may be in better or
lesser grades. Album covers/sleeves condition as
pictured.

1960s/70s LP/Vinyl Record Lot290
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LOT #

Lot of 20 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like Playerphone, Concert, Golden, Mitchell, Maestro,
Lyric, Manor, Silverton (Sears label) and more.
Includes acts like SGuy Lombardo, The Girls of the
Golden West, Creager's Rhythm Kings and more.
Condition appears to be overall Good to VG. Some
singles records may be better or lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels291

An assortment of roughly fifty-six CDs pertaining to the
various subgenres of Blues Rock and Soul. May
contain duplicates. Conditions vary but majority of
items have been previously opened and may show
signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See pictures
for further condition details.

Blues Rock & Soul CD Variety Lot of (56)291a

Includes some record sets. Most are from the 1950s to
1970s. Includes Three Giants, Glenn Miller Army Air
Force Band, Benny Goodman, Al Cohn, Chet Baker,
and more. These albums appear to be in overall Good+
to VG condition. Some single items may be in better or
lesser grades. Album covers/sleeves condition as
pictured.

Jazz/Big Band + More Vinyl Album LP Lot292

A modern 2017 The Beatles "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band" CD and DVD box set with flicker
cover. Includes four CDs, Blu-Ray/DVD, 144-page
hardcover book, and replica card insert with bonus
posters. Item is in like-new condition. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Beatles Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
CD/DVD Set

293

Lot of 26 albums featuring a variety of music and
includes of small and hard to find record labels/imprints
like a Soundcraft Recording disc featuring Tommy and
Jimmy Dorsey with Don Remond (The Chocolate
Dandies), a Columbia Graphophone Personal Record,
Homestead, Hudson, Princess/Sapphire, Buddy and
more. Condition appears to be overall Good to VG.
Some singles records may be better or lesser grades.

78RPM Record Lot w/Small/Rarer Labels294

Lot includes around 200 singles with a vintage case.
Includes a variety of music genres,  and artists. Vinyl
condition is overall Good to VG. Some singles may
have better or lesser grades. Sleeve condition as
pictured.

1950s to 1980s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot294b

LOT #

A modern 2018 The Beatles "White Album" 50th
Anniversary edition six disc CD and DVD box set. Set
is marked as No. 0107014. Item is in like-new
condition. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles White Album Anniversary CD/DVD
Box Set

295

A 2011 The Beach Boys: Smile Sessions Deluxe Box
Set, which includes five CDs, 2 vinyl LPs, 2 7" singles,
a 60 page book, and more! Box set is in like new
condition. See pictures for further condition details. You
get all pictured.

The Beach Boys Smile Sessions CD/LP
Record Set

295a

1976 program. Includes the KISS Army insert page.
Condition as pictured.

KISS 1976 1st Tour Official Concert Program296

37 LPS. Folk, soft rock, world music and more. Joan
Baez, the Irish Rovers, the Chieftans, the Chad
Mitchell Trio, the Weavers, Dan Fogelberg plus more.
Condition varies, but appears to be overall Good to VG
condition. Album cover condition as pictured.

Folk/World Music LPs Joan Baez/Joni
Mitchell/More

297

An assortment of roughly sixteen CDs pertaining to
Jimi Hendrix and two box sets which appear to be
complete. May contain duplicates. Conditions vary but
majority of items have been previously opened and
may show signs of play wear. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Jimi Hendrix CD & Box Set Variety Lot of (18)297a

Lot of 13 singles. Capitol, Swan and Parlaphone
releases. Condition of the singles appears to be overall
Good+ to VG/VG+. Some singles may be better or
lesser grades. Sleeve conditions as pictured.

The Beatles + Related 45RPM 7 inch Singles
Lot

298

Lot of 9 signs, prints, posters and a wall tapestry.
Varying sizes. You get all pictured. All appear to be in
great shape. These will be removed from frames and
the larger ones will be rolled for shipping to save on
costs.

The Beatles Posters/Prints/Signs Lot299

Lot of over 50 singles. Most are from the 1960s and
most are in sleeves. A wide variety of popular and
obscure music as well as some promo stuff. Includes
acts like the Dave Clark Five, Jerry Lee Lewis,
Mar-Keys, Bill Haley and the Comets, Iron Butterfly,

1950s to 70s 45RPM 7 inch Singles Lot300
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LOT #
Jerry Lewis, Neil Diamond and many more. The singles
appear to be in overall Good+ to VG+ condition. Some
singles may be better or lesser grades.

Lot of (15) albums. Vinyl appears to be in overall Good
to VG condition.Album cover condition as pictured.
Some single vinyl may be better or lesser grades. The
copy of Introducing the Beatles does not come with the
original album cover.

The Beatles Vinyl Record LP Lot301

Lot of (65) albums featuring music from Peter
Frampton, Humble Pie, J. Geils (promo), Iron Butterfly,
Foreigner, Foghat, Jimi Hendrix, the Doors, Rod
Stewart, the Animals, Steppenwolf, the Yardbirds,
Mitch Ryder, Lou Reed and more. Most have the
original album covers. Albums appear to be in overall
Good to VG condition with some individual albums
being better or lesser grades. Album cover conditions
as pictured.

Classic Rock/Pop LP Vinyl Album Record Lot301b

All lots are sold AS-IS WHERE-IS. 
Auction items are open to thorough public inspection by
appointment before every auction. It is the Bidder's
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